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Synopsis

■ Electroproduction measurements were performed off  2H, 12C, 
  56Fe, 207Pb nuclear targets in Jeffereson Lab Hall B using 
  incoming electron energy of 5 GeV and CLAS detector

■ The goal is to measure SIDIS yield of hadrons  along with
   transverse momentum broadening in large nuclei compared to 2H 

■ Such measurements will provide insights onto space-time
  development of hadronization in cold nuclear medium.
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Nuclear effects in neutrino scattering experiments 

●Incoming νµ flux
   uncertainties on the hadron yield produced off C(Be) targets as a function of Pz and PT

    knowledge on π/K ratio gives constraint on 0νµ background  
    -> MINOS: 9% for Eν <6GeV  on Δm2 

           P.Adamson et al., A study of muon neutrino disappearance using the Fermilab Main Injector Neutrino beam 6  arXiv 0711.0769

   -> T2K: 7.43% (4.3%) on predicted number of events from SK (w/o oscillations)
       model uncertainty on production rate of π is 50%, while for K is 15-100 %
       K.Abe et al., First muon-neutrino disappearance study with an off-Axis beam, arXiv:1201.1386

●Difference in Evisible and Eν
     Eν = Eµ + Evisible(hadron) + Emissing 

     FSI - one of the largest sources of background and inefficiency accounting for Emissing 
   -> MINOS: uncertainty of neutrino production of hadrons is 8.2% 

    -> T2K: uncertainty due to final-state interactions is 3.2% (5.9%) (w/o oscillations)

●NC π0 production
    background in νµ ↔νe : one of π0 decay products can be misidentified as l from CC event
   (MiniBooNE, T2K (with dedicated Pi-Zero detector), Icarus, Noνa, etc )
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Hadronic shower scale uncertainties

■ Hadronization model determines set of particles  
 produced from DIS event.  
 modified KNO, JETSET, and linear extrapolation    
 between (2.3<W<3 Gev/c)
■ Hadron formation timescale 
 time to form a hadron during which its interaction   
 cross section in the nucleus is set to zero
■ Intranuclear rescaterring model - how this set of     
 hadrons is altered as by FSI as they exit the target   
 nucleus. 
 σ(h)modification on bound N, etc
 π absorption/rescattering
 low momenta secondary nucleon production

S.Dytman, H.Gallagher, M.Kordosky Hadronic shower scale uncertainities in the MINOS experiment, arXiv:0806.2119

Eν = Eµ + Evisible(hadron) + Emissing
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Figure 10: Total uncertainty from all sources (solid black). Contributions from intranuke
assumptions (blue), INTRANUKE input (dashed red), hadronization model (solid red), and
formation zone (dashed black).

16

Fig. 1.1: Total uncertainity on the shower energy scale from all the sources of MC
parameters (solid black). Illustrated separately are contributions from
hadronization model (red solid) uncertainities, formation time (dashed
black), external data sources(dashed red), model assumptions (blues).

decaying into two photons, can be identified in the MiniBooNE Čerenkov detector
as two-electron rings. If only one track is resolved, this event can be misidentified
as single-electron ring, which is the event signature of !e (!e) charged current
(CC) interaction (specifically here, !e+12C!e!+X) [5]. To achieve the required
precision on !e appearance measurement in T2K experiment (observed via !e +n
" e!+p) the NC "0 rate (!µ+N" !µ+N+"0+X) must be measured. Events con-
taining "0 are the dominant physics background to the !e appearance signal at
Super-Kamiokande. For that purpose, a dedicated "0 detector (Pi-Zero detector),
located at the same o!-axis angle as Super-Kamiokande, was designed to provide
precise measurements of the neutral current processes on a water target using
two electromagnetic calorimeters for detection of "0 decay products. Hadroniza-
tion models predicting the probability of interacting quark to hadronize into a
"0, propagate through the nuclei and emerge via decay products are of potential
importance to MC simulations of above processes.
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Connection to electron scattering
H. Gallagher

NuFact Summer School

Aug 15-16, 2006

UCLA

Hadronization
H. Gallagher

NuFact Summer School

Aug 15-16, 2006

UCLA

Hadronization

e-

(Pe- )

e- ′
(Pe- ′)

γ*

■ fragments of the struck parton in ν and e-  scattering should suffer the same FSI:
   at large (W>2 GeV/c2)  invariant masses hadronic systems produced in ν systems 
   are similar to those produced in charged lepton  and hadron scattering

■ neutrino experiment can greatly benefit by tuning their MC  based on
  the improved understanding of parton dynamics and hadronization mechanism 
  constrained by multidimensional data on electroproduction
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Reactions Means to study parton propagation and fragmentation

PARTON PROPAGATION AND FRAGMENTATION IN QCD MATTER 7

Fig. 2. – Quark propagation inside a target nucleus (“cold QCDmatter”) in lepton-nucleus (left) and hadron-

nucleus ! Drell-Yan (centre) collisions. Right: Hard scattered parton traveling through the “hot QCD

matter” produced in a nucleus-nucleus collision.

transverse momentum hadron production in A+A compared to proton-proton (p+ p) and hadron-

nucleus h + A collisions at RHIC [25-28] (see Sect. 5), is also indicative of a breakdown of the

universality of the fragmentation process. The standard explanation is that the observed sup-

pression is due to parton energy loss in the strongly interacting matter. This assumes of course

that the quenched light-quarks and gluons are long-lived enough to traverse the medium before

hadronising, which can be expected at large enough pT because of the Lorentz boost of the hadro-

nisation time scales. However, dynamical e!ects may alter this argument (see, e.g., Ref. [29]),

with hadronisation starting at the nuclear radius scale or before. In this case, in-medium hadron

interactions should also be accounted for, possibly leading to a di!erent suppression pattern.

Such mechanisms may be especially important in the case of heavy (charm, bottom) quarks

which – being slower than light-quarks or gluons – can fragment into D or B mesons still inside

the plasma [30].

In summary, a precise knowledge of parton propagation and hadronisation mechanisms can

be obtained from nDIS and DY data, allowing one to test the hadronisation mechanism and

colour confinement dynamics. In addition, such cold QCD matter data are essential for testing

and calibrating our theoretical tools, and to determine the (thermo)dynamical properties of the

QGP produced in high-energy nuclear interactions.

1
.
3. Hadronisation and colour confinement. –

While not having a direct bearing on the traditional topics of confinement such as the hadron

spectrum, the hadronisation process nonetheless contains elements that are central to the heart

of colour confinement, as already emphasised 30 years ago by Bjorken [6]. For instance, in the

DIS process, a quark is briefly liberated from being associated with any specific hadron while

traveling as a “free” particle, and it is the mechanisms involved in hadron formation that en-

forces the colour charge neutrality and confinement into the final state hadron. The dynamic

mechanism leading to colour neutralisation, which is only implicitly assumed in the traditional

treatments of confinement based on potential models [31] or lattice QCD [32], can be studied

quantitatively using the theoretical and experimental techniques discussed in this review. As an

example, the lifetime of the freely propagating quark may be inferred experimentally from the

nuclear modification of hadron production on cold nuclei, which act as “detectors” of the hadro-

DIS
(DESY,  Jefferson Lab)

Drell-Yan
(Fermilab, CERN)

Heavy-Ion
(RHIC, LHC)

Parton Propagation and Fragmentation in QCD Matter, A.Accardi, F.Arleo,  W.K. Brooks , D. D'Enterria, V.Muccifora      arXiv:0907.3534v1 [nucl-th]
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SIDISSIDIS

Q2 = -q2 four-momentum transferred by the electron;
! = E-E‘  (lab) energy transferred by the electron;
z = Eh/!  fraction of initial quark energy carried by hadron; 

pT          hadron momentum transverse to "* direction;

"           angle between leptonic and hadronic planes

 Taisiya Mineeva              Overview of JLab hadronization data. DIS11 

# CLAS/DIS kinematics:  Q2>1 GeV2,  W >2 GeV ; 0.1<x<0.55, y<0.85 
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Fig. 4. – Kinematic planes for hadron production in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering and definitions

of the relevant lepton and hadron variables. The quantities k (k!) and E (E!) are the 4-momentum and the

energy of the incident (scattered) lepton; ph is the 4-momentum of the produced hadron, and its transverse

component relative to the lepton plane is denoted by !pT .

the polar angle "" between the particle trajectory and the beam axis in the centre-of-mass frame
is easier. This justifies the definition of the particle pseudorapidity,

# = # log tan(""/2) ,(8)

such that |!p| = pT cosh # and p3 = pT sinh #. For massless particles it coincides with the rapidity:
# = y; for massive particles, they are approximately equal if |!p| $ m (and " not too small).
Di!erential particle distributions in y and # are related by

dN

dydp2
T

=
dN

d#dp2
T

!

1 #
m2

m2
T
cosh2 y

=
dN

d#dp2
T

E

mT

.(9)

In order to compare collider and fixed-target experiments, and di!erent beam energies, it is useful

to consider the rapidity in the c.m.f.:

yc.m. f . = y # ycm .(10)

The backward rapidity region (target hemisphere) corresponds to yc.m. f . < 0, and the forward
rapidity region (projectile hemisphere) to yc.m. f . > 0.
At LO, the 4-momenta of the two produced partons can be expressed in terms of their final

state rapidities yi and transverse momentum pT (see Table II for definitions)

f1 =

"

pT%
2
ey1 ,

pT%
2
e#y1 ,#!pT

#

f2 =

"

pT%
2
ey2 ,

pT%
2
e#y2 , !pT

#

,(11)

and their fractional momenta are

x1 =
pT%
s
(ey1 + ey2) x2 =

pT%
s

$

e#y1 + e#y2
%

.(12)
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Q2 = -q2         four-momentum transferred by the electron;

ν = E-E´       energy transferred by the electron,  = Initial energy of struck quark;

z = Eh/ν         fraction of the struck quark’s initial energy that is carried by hadron; 

pT                            hadron momentum transverse to virtual photon direction;

CLAS kinematics: Q2>1 GeV2 ;W>2 GeV; 0.1<xB<0.55; 
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Hadronization in vacuum

e-
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h h

Figure 1. Left: high pT hadron
production in a heavy ion col-
lision. The parton propagates
through the created medium
which modifies its hadronization.
Right: leading hadron production
in DIS on a nucleus. The nuclear
density and the kinematics of the
reaction are under control.

h
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q
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Figure 2. Two-step process of leading hadron
production. On the production length lp the
quark is hadronizing experiencing multiple in-
teractions broadening its transverse momentum
and inducing an extra energy loss. Eventu-
ally the quark color is neutralized by picking
up an antiquark. The produced color dipole
(pre-hadron) is attenuating in the medium and
developing the hadron wave function over the
formation path length lf .

In this case the density and geometry of the medium, the kinematics are known. More-
over, the parton virtuality Q2 and its energy ! are not correlated allowing diverse tests.

2. Jet quenching in DIS

In this case the fraction zh = Eh/Eq of the jet energy taken by the hadron is measured,
and we are interested in leading hadron production zh !> 0.5. The space-time development
of the hadronization process which ends up with production of the leading hadron should
have a two-step structure as is illustrated in Fig. 2 [6].

Since the produced pre-hadron strongly (exponentially) attenuates in the nuclear medium,
the position of the color neutralization point is crucial for the resulting nuclear suppres-
sion. In the energy loss scenario the color neutralization is assumed to happen always
outside the nucleus, lp > RA, so that the pre-hadron has no chance to interact.

However, if a large fraction, zh " 1, of the initial quark energy is taken by the produced
hadron, the process of color neutralization cannot last long because of energy conservation.
Indeed, while the quark is propagating and radiating gluons either in vacuum, or in a
medium, it keeps losing energy and once the quark energy comes below than zhEq, there
is no chance any more to produce a hadron with fractional energy zh. Thus, energy
conservation imposes a restriction on the color neutralization time [3],

lp #
Eq

$dE/dz% (1 & zh) , (1)

which must vanish at zh " 1.
All the consideration hereafter is held in the rest frame of the target. For the estimate we

use here the mean rate of energy loss per unit of length, z, although its dime dependence

B.Z. Kopeliovich et al. / Nuclear Physics A 782 (2007) 224c–233c 225c

Time Evolution of Jets and perturbative color neutralization  B.Z.Kopeliovich, J.Nemchik, I,Schmidt Nucl. Phys A 782 (2007)

■Access to characteristic timescales of parton propagation and hadronization:
   how long quark remains deconfined ? -> production time τp

   how long it takes to form full hadronic wave function? -> formation time τf 
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Right: leading hadron production
in DIS on a nucleus. The nuclear
density and the kinematics of the
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Figure 2. Two-step process of leading hadron
production. On the production length lp the
quark is hadronizing experiencing multiple in-
teractions broadening its transverse momentum
and inducing an extra energy loss. Eventu-
ally the quark color is neutralized by picking
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In this case the density and geometry of the medium, the kinematics are known. More-
over, the parton virtuality Q2 and its energy ! are not correlated allowing diverse tests.

2. Jet quenching in DIS

In this case the fraction zh = Eh/Eq of the jet energy taken by the hadron is measured,
and we are interested in leading hadron production zh !> 0.5. The space-time development
of the hadronization process which ends up with production of the leading hadron should
have a two-step structure as is illustrated in Fig. 2 [6].

Since the produced pre-hadron strongly (exponentially) attenuates in the nuclear medium,
the position of the color neutralization point is crucial for the resulting nuclear suppres-
sion. In the energy loss scenario the color neutralization is assumed to happen always
outside the nucleus, lp > RA, so that the pre-hadron has no chance to interact.

However, if a large fraction, zh " 1, of the initial quark energy is taken by the produced
hadron, the process of color neutralization cannot last long because of energy conservation.
Indeed, while the quark is propagating and radiating gluons either in vacuum, or in a
medium, it keeps losing energy and once the quark energy comes below than zhEq, there
is no chance any more to produce a hadron with fractional energy zh. Thus, energy
conservation imposes a restriction on the color neutralization time [3],

lp #
Eq

$dE/dz% (1 & zh) , (1)

which must vanish at zh " 1.
All the consideration hereafter is held in the rest frame of the target. For the estimate we

use here the mean rate of energy loss per unit of length, z, although its dime dependence

B.Z. Kopeliovich et al. / Nuclear Physics A 782 (2007) 224c–233c 225c

■Nuclear medium acts as spacial analyzer: the yields and kinematics of detected     
  hadrons are modified by varying the nuclear size which accesses different time scales

■Access to characteristic timescales of parton propagation and hadronization:
   how long quark remains deconfined ? -> production time τp

   how long it takes to form full hadronic wave function? -> formation time τf 
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Observables (1)

Page 4

that measures the ratio of the energy transfered to the hadronic system to the total leptonic

energy available in the target rest frame. Invariant mass of the recoiled hadronic system is

related to ! and Q2 as:

W = (p + q)2 = M 2 + 2M ! !Q2 (5)

If in addition to the scattered lepton one of the produced hadrons is identified such process

is called semi-inclusive (SIDIS). The hadron which carriesfour-momentum P ! = (Eh, p!)

is described by the fraction of the initial struck quark energy it carried away z = !
Eh

, its

momentum transfer relative to the virtual photon direction pT , and well as the angle "

between lepton scattering plane and the virtual photon-hadron plane.

1.3 Experimental observables

In lepton-nucleus DIS the experimental observables are presented in terms of the hadronic

multiplicity ratio Rh
A and transverse momentum broadening !p2

T . When considering hadroniza-

tion in the nuclear medium, the rate of gluon emission due to multiple parton scattering is

expected to be greater than that which occurs in vacuum. This causes an increase of the

width of the transverse momentum distribution of the final state hadron. The transverse

momentum broadening for the observed final state hadron with respect to the direction of

the virtual photon direction is defined as [5]:

!p2
T =< p2

T >A ! < p2
T >D (6)

where < p2
T >A is an average hadron momentum squared produced on a nuclear target A:

< p2
T >A=

!

pT ,z ,!,Q2

p2
T · Nh

"
pT , z , !,Q2

#

!

pT ,z ,!,Q2

Nh

"
pT , z , !,Q2

#

$$$$$$$$$
A

(7)

and < p2
T >D is the same quantity for Deuterium target. Since the hadron < p2

T > is mainly

accumulated by elastic scattering due to quark propagation and gluon emission, it is supposed

to be a sensitive probe to the quark lifetime, i.e. production time, as well as medium-

stimulated energy losses. Hadron multiplicity ratio or attenuation ratio represents the ratio

π
pT

Nucleus  A

e´

e

Transverse momentum broadening
defined with respect to the γ* direction  

■ propagation of a parton through the medium is accompanied by gluon bremsstrahlung  
   (radiative energy losses) and multiple scattering (collisional energy losses) leading to 
   accumulation of quark transverse momenta.

■ how long can a light quark remain deconfined ? 
   how much energy it losses ? 
   The production time τp access this via 
    shape and magnitude of A-dependence.

Figure 1: Quark propagation inside a target nucleus (“cold QCD matter”) in lepton-nucleus (left) and the Drell-Yan

process (center) in hadron-nucleus collisions. Right: Hard scattered parton traveling through the “hot QCD matter”

produced in a nucleus-nucleus collision. Taken from Ref. [1].

hadron annihilates with an antiquark from the nucleus, forming a photon which subsequently

materializes as a dilepton pair. This pair carries information about the incident quark’s passage

through the nuclear medium. The diagram on the right illustrates a heavy-ion collision in which

a scattered parton from the collision propagates over a distance within the hot dense medium,

then evolves into a prehadron and a hadron at later times. At a superficial level, all three pictures

contain a propagating quark within a strongly interacting medium, and two contain the process

of a hadron forming, thus, there may be strong connections between the three that could be

explored. In more detail, there are some di!erences: initial state and final state interactions

enter di!erently, and several characteristics of the hot and cold media are di!erent. Nonetheless,

the fundamental process by which the quark interacts with the medium is gluon exchange in

all cases, the formation of the hadron must proceed through a color singlet state that ultimately

fulfills the requirements of confinement, and each step has its own characteristic time scale. The

next steps in understanding these processes in cold matter include determination of characteristic

time scales for the quasi-free quark lifetime and for the hadron formation, as well as parameters

such as the transport coe"cient q̂ that characterize the quark’s interaction with the medium.

These goals require a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of hadron formation, including

the roles of coherence and quantum interference.

2. Transverse Momentum Broadening

An observable that is common to the DIS and D-Y processes is transverse momentum broad-

ening. It is defined as the increase in the square of the momentum component transverse to the

nominal initial direction of the quark after it has passed through a strongly interacting medium.

This observable is expected to be a good measure of partonic multiple scattering and potentially

its associated medium-stimulated gluon bremsstrahlung. This can be discussed in terms of the

quark transverse momentum change #k2
T
or as that of the observed final state hadron, such as a

pion, #p2
T
. To a very good approximation these are related by

#p2T = z
2
h#k

2
T (1)

2
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Observables 

     

Page 5

of the number of hadrons of type h produced per DIS event on a nuclear target of mass A

to that from a deuterium target:

Rh
A

!
!,Q2 , z , pT , "

"
=

Nh (!,Q2 ,z ,pT ,")
Ne(!,Q2 )|DIS

###
A

Nh (!,Q2 ,z ,pT ,")
Ne(!,Q2 )|DIS

###
D

(8)

where Nh is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in (!,Q2 , z , pT , ") bin and Ne is the number

of inclusive DIS events in the (!,Q2 ) bin. The ! and z dependence of the multiplicity ratio

Rh
A can be used to estimate hadron formation time scale.

1.4 Previous experimental measurements

Electroproduction of the hadron from various nuclei was studied first in the earlier 70’s in

SLAC [6]. The ratio of single inclusive hadrons per g per cm2 per incident electron as a

function of z , pT , and A was measured. The attenuation Rh
A of forward hadrons (at high

z ) was observed for the first time in semi-inclusive cross section ratio. The experimental

results have shown evidence of hadron attenuation increasing with the atomic number A.

It was observed that the nuclear absorption of the detected hadrons decreases at higher z ,

that they are carrying. One of the first measurements with muon beam was conducted in

FNAL and further studied by EMC Collaboration with ultra-high energy muons [7]. Nuclear

targets (12C, 63Cu, 119Sn) and D were measured for the first time simultaneously which

cancelled most of the systematic uncertainties in the multiplicity ratio. Rh
A was measured

for the range of 20 < ! < 220 GeV in two Q2 bins, and as a function of pT in two !

bins. The ratio rises above unity at high pT , which is consistent with earlier reported

Cronin e!ect [8] in hadron-nucleus collisions. In conclusion to the earlier measurements,

the results from SLAC (electron beams) and CERN (muons) experiments have shown that

multiplicity ratio mainly depends on the variables ! and z . This has been confirmed by the

Fermilab E665 experiment. The performed measurements have also shown that the optimal

transfer energy ! for studying nuclear e!ects on the multiplicity ratio ranges from a few

GeV to few tens of GeV [5]. The latest generation of experiments conducted in HERMES

at DESY and CLAS in Je!erson Lab rose a new wave of interest to the extensive studies of

Hadronic multiplicity ratio

 ■ colorless pre-hadron is created after  quark color neutralization
■ pre-hadron interaction is dominantly inelastic leading to attenuation
■  how long does it take to form the color field of the hadron ?  
    The formation time τf measures this via Rh(Q2, υ, pT, zh) 

normalized change in production yields of hadrons in nuclei A to D
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Glimpse at available models
2.5.

C
onclusion

35

Authors References Model Description Multiplicity Results p2
! Broadening Results

Accardi et al. [Accardi 2003] Q2 rescaling of FF + Few comparisons None
hadron absorption with HERMES & EMC

Arleo [Arleo 2003b] BDMPS based parton energy loss Scarce comparison q̂ = 0.75 GeV/fm2

(quenching weight calculation) with HERMES too large for HERMES
Deng et al. [Deng 2010] Modified DGLAP evolution Few comparisons q̂ = 0.015 GeV2/fm

[Deng 2011] with HERMES coherent with HERMES
Falter et al. [Falter 2004] Pure hadron/prehadron Extensive comparison None
(GiBUU) [Gallmeister 2005] absorption with HERMES & EMC

[Gallmeister 2008]
Gyulassy and [Gyulassy 1990] Medium modified FF using Comparison with old None

Plümer string-flip model data (EMC & SLAC)
Kopeliovich et al. [Kopeliovich 2004] Q2 rescaling of FF, energy loss Extensive comparison Extensive comparison

[Domdey 2009] and prehadron absorption with HERMES & EMC with HERMES
[Ciofi degli Atti 2005]

Salgado and [Salgado 2002] BDMPS based parton energy loss Few comparisons Extensive comparison
Wiedemann [Salgado 2003] (quenching weight calculation) with HERMES with HERMES

See chapter 4 See chapter 4
Wang and Wang [Wang 2002] Pure parton energy loss Few comparisons None

with HERMES

Table 2.1: Summary of the models discussed in chapter 2.

Based on HERMES data, models do not discriminate between two proposed mechanisms: 
partonic energy losses vs prehadron absorption. Need higher precision data.
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Experiment 

 Taisiya Mineeva              Overview of JLab hadronization data. DIS11 

CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer

! Electron Beam 5.014 GeV
! Luminosity (1.3-2)1034 1/s"cm2

! Targets 2H,12C,56Fe,207Pb

electron beam D C/Fe/Pb

Two targets in the beam simultaneously

Charged particle angles 8° - 144°

Neutral particle angles 8° - 70°

Momentum resolution ~0.5% (charged)

Angular resolution ~0.5 mr (charged)

Identification of p, !+/!-, K+/K-, e-/e+

Experiment

CLAS EG2

! Charged particles angles 8°-144°
! Neutral particles angles 8°-70°
! Identification of e+/e-,#, p,n, $+/$- ,K+/K-

Tuesday, July 12, 2011

CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer at Jefferson Lab

■ Charged particles polar angles  8°-144° 
    Momentum resolution 1% down to 0.2 GeV/c 
■ Neutral particles polar angles  8°-70°
   Momentum resolution 10%/√E down 
■ Identification of e+/e-, γ, p, n, π±, K±
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! Charged particles angles 8°-144°
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Tuesday, July 12, 2011

CLAS EG2 
■ Electron beam 5.014 GeV
■ Targets 2H, 12C, 56Fe, 207Pb
■ Luminosity 2·1034  1/(s·cm2)

     Statistics:
   130M DIS electrons
   6.6 M π+, 2.8 M π- ,2.0 M π0
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Transverse momentum broadening | π±

JLAB/CLAS 3-DIMENSIONAL 
VARIABLE DEPENDENCES

pT Broadening

27 bins in n, Q2, z each for 3 nuclei!

Q2 (GeV2) n (GeV) nn (GeV)

n (GeV)

Q2 (GeV2)

Q2 (GeV2)

DpT
2 (GeV2)

Pb
Fe
C

Pb
Fe
C

Pb
Fe
C

z=0.45

z=0.55z=0.65

E.g., 

!pT
2

(GeV2) !pT
2

(GeV2)

!pT
2

(GeV2)

 π+

H.Hakobyan π+ :27 bins in ν, Q2, z for each of 3 targets

120 Chapter 7. Results and Discussions

Figure 7.9: A dependence of !!p2
"#. Points are slightly offset for readability,

normalization uncertainties are not shown.

Figure 7.10: !!p2
"# as a function of ! (GeV). Left panel is the usual observable.

Right panel shows multiplicity ratio of lead normalized to carbon. Normaliza-
tion uncertainties are not shown.

7.2.2 ! Dependence

Interestingly, HERMES did not found any ! dependence of !!p2
"#. Our results

(figure 7.10) are very different as we see a clear raise with !, but it is unclear why
such a behavior appears. The high ! part of our !!p2

"# results seems to be flatter
and might lead to a plateau or a smaller dependence as a function of !. This
might connect smoothly with the HERMES measurement and show a change of
slope at few GeV. This result is surprising, yet theoretical input [Domdey 2009]
have explicit dependence with !. However, no calculation was made for CLAS
energy.

 π -
R.Dupre

Assuming classical geometrical model: 
ΔpT2∝ lp   and lp < RPb (6.5fm)

3(4) parameter fit to ΔpT2 on π+  gives
 range for τp to be 1.6-2.0 fm

 Radiative corrections for ΔpT2 (π+) ~10%
Radiative corrections for ΔpT2 (π -) are 

within systematic uncertainties.
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Multiplicities | π+

 Rπ +  slice in 3D set of bins (Q2 ,3.2<ν<3.7, z) integrated over pT2

■Attenuation systematically increases for the larger nuclei 
■Attenuation of high z hadrons, enhancement for high pT2 
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Multiplicities | π -

 π± π -

R.Dupre

■Attenuation systematically increases for the larger nuclei 
■Attenuation of high z hadrons, enhancement for high pT2 

114 Chapter 7. Results and Discussions

Figure 7.1: A1/3 dependence of the multiplicity ratio. Normalization uncertain-
ties are not shown.

Figure 7.2: Multiplicity ratios as a function of p2
! (GeV2/c2) for charged pions.

Left panel is the usual observable, right panel shows multiplicity ratio of lead
normalized to carbon. Normalization uncertainties are not shown.

Figure 7.3: Multiplicity ratios as a function of p2
! (GeV2/c2) and z (left) or !

(GeV) (right) for positive pions. Normalization uncertainties are not shown.

 Rπ - in 2D set in (z, pT2) 

CLAS P
RELIM

IN
ARY
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Multiplicities | π 0

 Rπ 
0 in 3D set of (ν, z, pT2 ) integrated over Q2

CLAS PRELIM
IN

ARY

T.Mineeva
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Multiplicities | π 0

T.Mineeva

 Rπ 
0 in 3D set of (Q2 ,ν, z ) integrated over pT2

Q21.3 1.8 4.21.0

CLAS PRELIMINARY

■Attenuation systematically increases for the larger nuclei 
■Attenuation of high z hadrons, enhancement for high pT2 

■ Small dependence on Q2 and ν
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Future program

■ Extraction of timescales and quark energy loses based on the finalized data analysis

■ Measurement from existing EG2 set of π0 vs η suppression (not previously accessed
   in cold matter), extraction of transverse momentum broadening for both mesons.

■ The program to pursue hadronization studies at CLAS12 (E12-06-117) with 11 
   GeV electron beam has been approved for 120 beam days.  It will provide by far 
   the best experimental access to medium-simulated quark energy loss, and enable   
   extraction of 4D multiplicities for wide range of hadrons.

■ EIC will offer high energy eA collisions with Ee- =11 GeV/c and unpolarized heavy 
   nuclei EA = 12-40 GeV/c per nucleon for A>200 (Au, Pb).
   Long parton life time, direct access to pQCD Eloss .
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Summary

■ In order to decrease systematic uncertainties from, for example, incoming νµ flux,  
   difference in  Evisible and Eν, and NC π0 production neutrino experiment can greatly   
   benefit from improved knowledge on hadroproduction by tuning their MC  

■ CLAS data set on electroproduction off nuclei is consistent with previous   
  measurements (HERMES) meanwhile providing an access to multidimensional 
  extraction of characteristic time scales of hadronization and quark energy losses

■ Program of hadronization studies will continue with CEBAF upgrade @ 11 GeV.
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Backup
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Comparison ν and e+ scattering off nuclei
PARTON PROPAGATION AND FRAGMENTATION IN QCD MATTER 27

Fig. 13. – Ratio of the yields of charged hadrons in neutrino DIS on nuclei A over deuteron D targets

(closed circles) [81] and in e± DIS on nitrogen and deuteron nuclei (open circles) [21]. Left: zh-distribution

for hadrons produced in processes with transferred energy 2< ! < 15 GeV. Right: !-distribution for hadrons
with zh > 0.5.

kinematics of the outgoing parton/hadrons.

Electroproduction of hadrons from nuclei was studied for the first time at the SLAC using

a 20.5 GeV/c electron beam incident on di!erent targets (H, D, Be, C, Cu, S n) in the late sev-

enties [71]. A single arm spectrometer was used to measure the scattered electrons and the

produced hadrons. The ratio between the number of single inclusive hadrons detected per gram

per square centimeter per incident electron for nucleus to the analogous number for deuterium

was measured. The results were presented in the original paper [71] as a function of the trans-

Fig. 14. – Ratio of di!erential charged hadron multiplicities as function of zh measured in e+A interactions

at SLAC [71] and derived in Ref. [82]. The curves represent a fit to the data in the functional form (A/2)"(z).

.

Ratio of hadrons produced in DIS  from ν scattering (open circles) on A=28 normalized 
to D at 2<ν<15 GeV (SKAT) compared with e+ scattered off A=14  in 7<ν<24GeV (HERMES).

Neutrino data show the same trend as observed with electron beam.
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Access to formation time τf

Hadronization - Energy Loss Connection

24 Quark Propagation Through Cold QCD Matter

As may be seen, the variety of approaches could be greatly constrained with more data

that spans a wider range of kinematic variables and nuclei, especially one with enough

statistics to allow multidimensional analysis. At the least, the relevant degrees of free-

dom can be better identified.

Hadronization - Energy Loss Connection

Although the topics of hadronization and energy loss have been discussed indepen-

dently above, there are strong connections between the two, both theoretically and

experimentally.

A propagating quark can always emit gluons, whether in a nuclear medium or not.

Whether the quark is rebuilding its own local color field as in hadronization, or losing

energy via radiative processes, both phenomena have an immediate connection to gluon

radiation. Therefore, a complete separation of the two processes is conceptually impos-

sible. This has important theoretical and experimental implications for using the nuclear

medium to measure either one.

An interesting example that illustrates the issues may be taken from the earlier discus-

sion of the HERMES data and its analysis by references [1] and [21]. In reference [1],

the HERMES measurement of DIS on nitrogen with a 27 GeV positron beam was ana-

lyzed to extract information on formation lengths, based on the attenuation of hadrons

42.B. Kopeliovich, J. Nemchik, E. Predazzi, Proceedings of the Workshop on Future Physics at

HERA, edited by G. Ingelmann, A. DeRoeck, R. Klanner, DESY, 1995/1996, vol. 2, 1038 and

nucl-th/9607036.

TABLE 1. Formation length formulae from various models.

Model Approach Formula Reference

single time-scale model

[36]

time dilation of intrinsic size

[39]

(typical)

two-timescale parameteriza-

tion based on the Lund model

[40]

QCD-based model

[41]

gluon-bremsstrahlung model [42]

! !q

Equark

mquark
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! chadron 1 z–( )$=

Model dependences on formation time extraction
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BACK-OF-ENVELOPE - tp

If take, e.g., z = Ehadron/n = 0.6, n = 5 GeV, then  tp ~ 2  fm/c

)1( h

vacuum

p z

dx

dE
t !=

" Energy 
conservation, 
time dialation

fmGeV
dx

dE
vacuum /1!! "String model
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BACK-OF-ENVELOPE - htf

hf R
m

E
t !

Given hadron of size Rh, can build 

color field of hadron in its rest 

frame in time no less than t0 ~Rh/c. 

In lab frame this is boosted: 

If take, e.g., the pion mass, radius 0.66 fm, 

E = 4 GeV, then  tf ~20 fm/c.
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